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Dear Friends,
I write this note in the midst of a world navigating COVID19.
As 2019 closed, it is staggering to recall that there was little to
no indication of the world-altering events about to transpire.

As
•
•
•
•

Thankfully, as in past years, we share in this 2019 Annual
Report about manifold good work accomplished, resources
wisely utilized and lives positively changed all for the sake of
seeking to see people and communities in desperate straits
positively impacted by the Love of God.

2019 saw the Lord continuing to do amazing work through Word Made Flesh. It was a year of deepening
and growth. Faithful sustainability and growth continue to be balancing and guiding pillars for us.

Yet, considering all that is currently happening in our world,
this year as you read this 2019 Annual Report, please join
me in being even more quickly and deeply thankful for
remembering and celebrating the graces and blessings of the
Lord that brought us to today.

Clint Baldwin,
International Executive Director

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

2019 found Word Made Flesh (WMF) International continuing
forward in the theme of “locally rooted, neighboring
worldwide.” It remains a phrase of great encouragement
and inspiration for us in relation to our practices and our
goals.

you read this report…
You will learn about WMF’s local rootedness and connectedness.
You will find that data and numbers refer to real people and communities empowered for good.
You will see WMF’s worldwide impact.
You will recognize that WMF’s influence is not acquired from a distance, but it is due to the
immediacy of lives faithfully lived together in close-knit connection.

We continue to devotedly affirm the Lord’s Goodness worldwide; through our actions, we seek to
be part of the ongoing prayer, “on earth as it is in heaven.” We share and learn about the Lord’s
Compassion for, with, and among those in desperate need.
In a take on the African phrase of Ubuntu, “WMF International is because we are!”
There is no WMF International without all of us walking head, heart, and hands together led forward by
the Spirit of God
Thank you for partnering with us! Thank you for walking with us! Thank you for being us!
CLINT BALDWIN is the International Executive Director of Word Made Flesh. After a quarter century of
learning, teaching and administrating in higher education with a interdisciplinary focus on international and
intercultural peace and justice, Clint brings a deep desire for transformative reconciliation, empowerment and
mutuality to be at work in all places and people as he guides Word Made Flesh forward.
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Lifestyle Celebrations

Word Made Flesh International
Word Made Flesh is called and
committed to serving Jesus
among the most vulnerable of
the world’s poor. This calling is
realized as a prophetic ministry
for, and an incarnational, holistic
mission among the poor. We focus
our energy to make Jesus known
among the poor while reconciling
the church with the poor.

INTIMACY
We celebrate intimacy
with Jesus to be our
highest calling and our
created purpose.

COMMUNITY
We celebrate
community as a means
for discipleship and
service.

SUBMISSION
We celebrate submission
to Jesus, each other and
the poor.
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Through friendship, development and
advocacy, Word Made Flesh establishes
worshiping communities that serve Jesus
among those experiencing extreme poverty
and exploitation worldwide.

OBEDIENCE
We celebrate
obedience as our
loving response to the
grace of Jesus.

BROKENNESS
We celebrate
brokenness as our
responsibility in ministry
among the broken.

SERVICE
We celebrate service
as an expression of
our fellowship.

HUMILITY
We celebrate humility
before God and
humanity.

SUFFERING
We celebrate suffering
as a willing sacrifice in
serving Jesus.

SIMPLICITY
We celebrate simplicity as
a privilege in identification
with Jesus and the poor.
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OUR COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD
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BOLIVIA
WMF Bolivia exists to provide
abundant life for those affected
by prostitution in El Alto, Bolivia.

their outreach visits. Vanessa, curious to learn
more, visited WMFB several days later with her
children.

“Orphaned as a child with no familial support,

They all became active participants in WMFB’s

Vanessa later became a victim of intimate partner

programs. Therapy and engagement with the

violence. In a last resort for power and control, her

other women healed many of her past traumas

husband sued her for legal custody of her children.

and enabled her to develop a support network.

With mounting legal debts, little education and few

Upon completing the Women’s Program,

professional skills, Vanessa saw no alternatives to

Vanessa became a Sutisana artisan. Currently,

provide for her family beyond prostitution.

she encourages her children to dream big and
aspire to hold professional jobs. She is working
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She began working in one of El Alto’s largest brothels,

to purchase a house and secure a good future for

renowned for sex trafficking. WMFB staff shared

each of them. She is also actively engaged in her

hygiene supplies and a listening ear during one of

church, where she holds a leadership position.”

120 women trained to
achieve basic literacy,
financial knowledge and
professional skills.

Reached 39% of registered sex
workers in El Alto and 8% of
registered sex workers in La Paz
(over 2,800 women total).

Photos by: Gustavo Arraya & Andy Baker

25% increase in sales
for Sutisana, a social
enterprise that brings
dignified employment
to women leaving
prostitution.
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BURUNDI
“What I have learned is not only helping
me in my professional work in the
Therapeutic Community Room, but also in
my community as I interact with people in
villages. I am also using the skills I learned
from the professionals in my church
particularly when couples come to me for
help and counseling. I find that I have got a
lot of resources that I did not have before
attending the workshops.”
9

WMF Burundi exists to pioneer a new path
to peace by providing resources for trauma
healing and reconciliation in Burundi and
the African Great Lakes Region.

INTRODUCING WMF BURUNDI...
This year we launched WMF
Burundi, registered locally as
Trauma Healing And
Reconciliation Services (THARS)

Provide assistance to
those who are traumatized
with Healing of Memories
workshops.

Cultivate learning with
School Gardens in
elementary schools.
Provide self-help group
initiatives to vulnerable and
poor communities.
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BRAZIL
WMF Brazil exists to offer a prophetic witness
to the city of Rio de Janeiro, especially to
those who struggle with and suffer from
drugs, poverty, broken families, and violence.
Chineza, was a woman who was mistreated in life. She lost
everything she had and ended up living on the street and
using drugs. She had 15 children, but not one of them lived
with her - all living with several different families.
Through the WMF Brazil community, Chineza was helped
to find steady employment and decided to look for a place
to live. While she was able to find a place to rent, she also
met a man who co-opted her back into drugs. She lost
everything again, including her job.
11

But we did not give up on her. We
continued to show her that God cares
for her. We were able to talk to her
former employer, who graciously said
that she would receive Chineza back.
Since then, Chineza is doing well. She
is working, and she is growing in her
relationship with God.”

120 families and 80 children have
been supported through our
programs that provide relational
support, discipleship, education and
help with food and rent.

Through a local partnership
we support families that are
food insecure with a prepaid
card for groceries.

- Esdrianne Cohen (WMF Brazil Field Director)
Photos by: Esdrianne Cohen
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INDIA
WMF Chennai seeks to restore dignity
to children and youth who have been
marginalized due to HIV/AIDS, leprosy,
caste, and poverty.
“I came to the family of the Word Made Flesh
community when I was just an infant. I was
abandoned by my single mother, and I have never
seen or heard from my parents - though I do know
they were a Hindu family. But by the grace of God, I
was introduced to the love of Jesus, and today I am
a child of God. In every step of my life, the Lord’s
strength has helped me - for I am a very weak
person. The fact that I was able to graduate from

high school in computers is by the
sheer grace of God. Not only that,
but the Lord has given me a good
job in a supermarket for which I
am grateful. If I am at this blessed
state, it is truly because of the life
and love of the Lord present in the
WMF community in Chennai.”
- Hannah, WMF India
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Photos by: Angelene Samuel

Successfully placed 3 teens in part-time
jobs, while 3 others are supported with
higher education through part-time training
at the Life Enrichment Center.
6 teens received education and training in
computers and professional developement for
future job prospects.

Provided care for 15 children and youth
who are part of our residential and
educational activities.
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MALAWI
WMF Malawi exists to witness to the Good
News of Jesus Christ by engaging in works
of mercy and justice alongside people
experiencing extreme poverty.

“This year we were able to add a standard 8, or
8th grade, to our primary school. Some students
in our community would stop going to school

Supported our partner, Circle
of Hope Intl. (COH), in adding
standard 8 (8th grade) to the
primary school.

after they finished standard 7 because our
Supported COH in opening
and starting a private
medical clinic.

school did not provide standard 8 and they could
not afford to travel to another school. This has
been a huge blessing to our community because
graduation from standard 8 provides students

Sent the first long-term
missionaries to ever live in
this area of Malawi.
15

Supported COH in feeding
800+ children and staff
members 2 meals per day.

with many more opportunities. ”
- Tad Glibert, WMF Malawi Field Staff

Photos by: Karly Glibert
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“Carrie* is a mother whose two older children,

MOLDOVA

a 7 and a 9 year old, left our Community Center
program abruptly last autumn when their family
moved back to a village an hour away. When we
contacted Carrie to ask how they were getting
along, she shared that her husband was out of

WMF Moldova is called to love and
serve Jesus in community among
vulnerable children and their families.

work and that she was expecting a baby. A few
days later we received an SOS call: “I need help.
Last night I felt some contractions. I am due to
give birth in April, and I have nothing prepared
for this baby.”

3,600 hot lunches and snacks
provided for students.

We immediately got three different families on
the phone who have delivered babies here in
Chisinau in the past three months, and every
single one said, “Yes. Absolutely. I’ll make a bag
of newborn items and get them to you in the
morning.”

And even more than that, we learned that a formerWMF
Moldova taff member lives in the very same village,

4 families benefited from assistance in
paying rent and utilities, and 3 parents
were assisted in finding employment.

also has a newborn, and said she has been praying for

All said and done, within 24 hours we were able
to reach this mother at her home in a remote
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village with the needed material support, and then some.

someone to support through these difficult times! She will
be nearby to offer Carrie continued moral support in the

Photos by: Rachel Dyachenko

days ahead. God is good, and He is taking
care of His children.”
(*Name changed to respect privacy.)

12 volunteers contributed 620
hours of volunteering in the
after-school program.
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NAVAJO NATION
WMF Navajo Nation exists to witness to the
Good News of Jesus Christ by engaging in
works of mercy and justice alongside people
experiencing poverty and marginalization.

Volunteers from the local church and staff
traveling in from California and Kentucky
resulted in 550+ volunteer hours.
Winter provision trip provided food and necessity
baskets for 22 families and 40 new coats and
over 200 gifts for children in the area with 336
Volunteer hours.
34 children atteneded WMF Navajo
Nation VBS/Sheep Camp.
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“‘I thought God had forgotten about us,
and then He sent you,’ said Joyce on one
of our first visits to the Navajo Nation.
When we first responded to God’s call to
travel to the Navajo Nation in 2010, we
felt uncertain of our role and abilities.
As we learned, the local people felt the
same. They had seen people come and go
through the years. Partnering with local
leaders, we are committed to serving with
this community long-term as an act of
obedience to the Lord.

God has ordained strong relationships as we
unite on and off the Navajo Nation and praise
God for our extended family in Christ. We
seek to encourage each other in our Faith and
overcome struggles in our families and cultures.
As we serve together, we focus on extending
God’s love and empowering children. We share
that they have been created in God’s image, and
His love never fails.”

Photos by: Kyle Schroeder

- Cindy Dean, WMF Navajo Nation Volunteer
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA
WMF Papua New Guinea seeks to love and obey
Jesus by serving rural communities in the Sepik and
Sandaun Provinces of PNG in addressing spiritual,
intellectual, and physical needs.
have been neglecting some very serious health
issues sometimes for years.

“Days after we brought the boat into the village, a
little girl broke her arm and Benjamin was able to
provide timely transportation to the nearest clinic
that would not have been available otherwise. In the
weeks ensuing, we were able to provide a number
of elderly patients with access to much needed
medical care through the resource of the boat.
Because they have no income, they are unable to
pay for a seat on the weekly business canoe and so

We had initially envisioned that most of the
patients who would use the resource of the boat
to go to clinics would pay for a seat – to help
supplement fuel costs; however, what we found
was that there are pockets of the community that
have been routinely overlooked in the area of
medical care, and providing this resource pro-bono
has facilitated a dialogue about how to better care
for those individuals.”
- Mary Grimm, WMFPNG Translation/Literary Consultant
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Photos by: Mary Grimm

60 volunteers from the
local village built the
foundation of the center
for adult education.

Raised funds and purchased a boat
for emergency medical transport
and weekly transportation to clinic,
helping over 30 patients.

Hosted a literacy development
workshop that facilitated over 35
volunteers from 4 villages working
together to create reading material in
the local language.
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PERU
WMF Peru is a community committed
to serving Jesus among vulnerable
people groups in Peru’s marginalized
urban areas.

Edith, one of our WMF Peru friends, hosts
the workshops for mothers on Positive
Parenting. After one meeting in particular,
Edith spoke with the entire group of
women, motivating them to seek more of
God.
She encouraged them by sharing her
own experience of knowing God and
distinguishing the particular ways that
WMF Peru shares about Jesus.
23

She mentioned, “They tell you about Jesus in a very
close and simple way. The brothers and sisters have a
passion for you, they never judge you, and they always
show their friendship. They truly are Christians like
Jesus, and knowing God really does change your life.”
She was able to not only walk alongside these women
during this season but encourage them as well.

Provided a hot meal, a
hot showers, games, and
educational activities for 40
youth 3 days a week.

Provided weekly meetings
for education and emotional
support with 5 young mothers.

Provided teaching and
homework help for 5
children, 4 hours per
day, Monday-Friday.

- Anna Monteviller, WMF Peru Field Director
Photos by: Anna Monteviller
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ROMANIA
“Alexandra is a 13 year old girl in the 5th grade. She has
attended the Community Center every day since she was
7. When Alexandra came to us as a 7 year old, she had no
reading or writing skills and needed special therapy for
speech.
Three years ago her father fell out of a boat on the
Danube River and drowned. Although Alexandra’s mother
never went to school, she was able to find a job cleaning
staircases in apartment blocks. She works long hours to
provide her children with daily food. The family lives in two
rooms, sharing the rest of the house, courtyard, shower, and
toilet with 4 other related families.
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WMF Romania works for a better future
for vulnerable children through personal
development.

After the death of her father, Alexandra had a difficult
time and ceased coming to the Center. Little by
little, after many home visits, she returned and was
reintegrated into our educational programs.
Alexandra has made amazing strides over the past years
but continues to suffer with trust and relationships –
especially after she lost her father. Still, she continues to
come to the Center and to stay in school. She is talkative,
friendly, and even dreaming of her future. She says that
she she grows up she wants to become the coordinator
of the Community Center. After the death of her father,
Alexandra had a difficult time and ceased coming to
the Center. Little by little, after many home visits, she
returned and was reintegrated into our educational
programs.

Photos by: Mikayla Greenwell

We pray that Alexandra continues to become
more confident and to live into the plans that
God has for her.”

58 children served
daily at the “Valley”
Community Center.

324 social and psyschological
counseling sessions provided.

7560 hot meals provided by
the Community Center.

569 gifts and food
parcels gathered,
wrapped, and given
in December.
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RWANDA
WMF Rwanda is called to love and
serve Jesus among and alongside the
most vulnerable in Kigali, Rwanda.
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19 women able to purchase
health insurance for their
families.

1,200 pairs of earrings
created by 5 artisans.

500 cups of porridge shared.

44 children enrolled in
school through scholarships
provided by WMF Rwanda.

“Immaculee has been serving as
our Programs and Production
Coordinator since 2016. Since
joining WMFR, Immaculee and
her family have chosen to live in
Kangondo in order to be more
intentional neighbors to the
community. Immaculee’s warmth
and compassion for others makes
her the perfect person to have at
the forefront of our programs!

It’s clear to see that the women trust and respect
her as she pours out the love of Jesus through
her service. She is passionate about building
up women to be leaders in their homes and
communities, and loves the spirit of creativity
and beauty that has come out of our jewelry
workshop!”
Photos by: Shelbye Renfro
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SIERRA LEONE

“Abdullai is an 8-year-old boy that attends
our tutoring program. In February, he
came to us one day with a badly infected
leg wound where a motorcycle had hit him
and just left him in the street. By the time

WMF Sierra Leone seeks to love, serve and
accompany vulnerable children and families in
the Kroo Bay neighborhood of Freetown.

we saw his leg wound, it looked like the
infection in it could go septic any day, and
he was febrile.
Abdullai had been to the hospital, but his leg had

Provided 80 children with
access to education.

been stitched up in a way that didn’t encourage
proper healing. He had got dirty water in the wound
very quickly also, because there was no other
option to bathe with. We began him on a course of
antibiotics, pain medicine, and daily wound care
at the office. It could have been a life-threatening
situation, or in the very least an amputation situation.
It was a small transformation over several weeks, but
now Abdullai is fully healed. This was a success

because not only is he playing and doing
much better now, but it showed us as a WMF
community that each of our programs working
together makes a huge difference. This is
a medical, tutoring, and outreach
success story. It shows that God saw
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Organized 26 Good News Club meetings
with 270 kids attending each week.

Photos by: Jennifer Ney

Abdullai’s unique need and healed him.”

Facilitated 26 training sessions (mental
health, advocacy, bible teaching and
medical) for staff, volunteers, youth and
kids in Kroo Bay for their development.
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INTERNATIONAL
OFFICE
The WMF International Office exists to
support the WMF communities around the
world with administration, communication,
staff care, promotion, and recruiting.

650+ volunteer & intern
hours in the Intl. Office.

60% of full-time field staff
received mental health
coaching.
31

Obtained Guidestar
Platinum Status/

Connected with over 150
students who expressed
interest in WMF.

“I have been blessed to have been a part of the Word Made
Flesh family. I have personally witnessed every person’s
commitment to living out Jesus’ commandment to ‘love
our neighbor as we love ourselves.’ In a day when that
sentiment is shunned, it relieves me that there are still
human beings that are devoted to being the hands and
feet of Christ, loving and serving one another as bearers
of God’s image. Even though I haven’t met even half of the
staff and volunteers around the world, I still feel connected
to them on a personal level. Reading email updates,
reports and seeing social media posts reminds me that I
am a part of a family that continues to do ministry with the
love of Jesus Christ throughout the corners of the earth.”

Photos by: Eliza Tan

KHRISTI LAUREN ADAMS
WMF Advisory Council
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THAILAND
WMF Thailand seeks to connect people who
are affected by issues of poverty and migration
connected to resources that will break cycles of
generational poverty and exploitation.
2 students placed in
international school with
parital scholarship.

2 students connected with
free English classes.
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Photos by: Karissa Wagoner

80 hours of volunteer
homework help and
tutoring.

“Two Cambodian students, who have lived in
Thailand for most of their lives, have been part of
our educational program for the last two years.
Because of their immigrant status, they had
been unable to attend school. Three months ago,
they were given a scholarship to an International
School. They jumped wholeheartedly at the
opportunity, but in order for them to attend,
we had to travel to Cambodia to acquire the
necessary education visas.
With your support, we were able to help John
and Puang start the 8th grade at the International
school.

John and Puang are both confronting the
difficulties of transitioning into the higher grade
level and large school setting. They are both
putting in the work to catch up. Thankfully, all
the reports from the teachers say that they are
respectful and very good influences within their
class.
John has also joined the school soccer team,
which has boosted his confidence and helping him
integrate into the school community.
We pray with confidence that the One who began
this good work will be faithful to complete it.”
34

“If we make an impact in one woman’s life
or in one child’s life, then that’s enough…
we’ve also been uniquely privileged to
see a lot of fruit over the last couple of
years. We’ve grown a lot in staff; we’ve
seen the Bolivian community be built up
and become experts in their area and
also have more possibilities because the
community is larger and more diverse in
skill and experience. It’s been amazing
to see. Our founders have been here for
18 years working alongside Bolivian staff
and volunteers, 17 years since the ministry
center started, and it’s exponentially
grown....

35

Kara Chambers
WMF Bolivia Programs Coordinator

... So we’ve seen this beaufitul
impact of the ways that God
has blessed the long haul.”

“My favorite thing about being in
Rwanda is being part of a community
of women and seeing how community
and knowing the love of Jesus has
woken a lot of us up to who we truly
are...

...That is what empowers
us, myself, and all the
women that we minister to.
Being a part of a community of
women who are ministering to each
other and to our greater community is
my favorite thing.”

Shelbye Renfro
WMF Rwanda Field Director
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FROM THE BOARD CHAIR

WMF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Steve Behnke, Board Chair
Ashley Brown, Secretary
Nathan Brown, At-Large
Shannon Hagman, At-Large
Jared Landreth, Treasurer
Gil Liu, At-Large
Miriam Mendez, At-Large
DT Slouffman, At-Large
Jeremy Strayer, At-Large
Maren Telsey, At-Large
Clint Baldwin, Ex-Officio
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“I am thankful to confirm that Word Made Flesh International responds to the
cry for justice arising from those experiencing dire harms in this world with a
resounding, “Yes!”
Yes, God sees and loves! Yes, God calls us to showcase the love we have
experienced through offering compassionate care to others! Yes, God desires
that we choose to see and aid those whom the world too often brushes
aside and condemns to lives of marginalization and oppression! Yes, through
partnering together in service and by God’s grace we make a difference!
Yes, Lord, we will go, we will serve, we will love in your name!
Year after year, night and day, Word Made Flesh International staff share their
lives and the love of God with those in desperation.
I am grateful to partner in the ministry of Word Made Flesh International through
my role on the board of directors.
I encourage you to join my fellow board members and me in coming alongside
this valuable good work of God that is happening around the world.
Together there is much that we can do to joyfully further the light of God’s Love
being made manifest in the lives of those who have experienced far too much
darkness!”
Steve Behnke, MD, MBA has been a long time supporter of Word Made Flesh,
having first learned about the ministry from while attending Asbury University
during it’s earliest years. He received his MD and MBA degrees at the University
of Louisville and subsequently trained in Internal Medicine at Ohio State
University. Presently, he leads MedOne Hospital Physicians in Columbus, Ohio
and is the Chief of the Section of Internal Medicine at Riverside Methodist
Hospital. Steve lives in Columbus with his wife, Ashleigh, and their four boys.

FEATURED IN THE CRY,
ADVOCACY JOURNAL

THE FREEDOM OF OBEDIENCE
THE

“So, as well, too often I need to remind myself that
obedience can mean freedom. It gives me freedom
so that when faced with multiple good choices,
I don’t have to be paralyzed in thinking that one

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

will lead to an abundant life and one will lead to
The Cry is Word Made Flesh’s Quarterly Advocacy
Journal, featuring stories of transformation from
around the world. This publication serves to amplify the
voices and share the stories of people who extperience
extreme vulnerability and oppression.

destruction and the lonely wilderness. They might
be both incredible, missional opportunities where
God is uniquely at work. This means, I can spend
my time assessing if my skill set can be better

For a $10 monthly automated donation, we will
send you 4 full-color, beautifully printed issues
of THE CRY with a WMF decal and coffee mug.

used here, or there. It asks me to look at the bigger
picture of things. It asks me what I can receive and

https://wordmadeflesh.org/the-cry/

give, rather than demand. And yes, there can be
sacrifice. But as I am obedient (loving God and
doing my best to keep God’s commandments), I can
be confident that the sacrifice is worth it and I will
continue to walk into a good and abundant life.”

WRITTEN BY:
KRISTEN LEICHTY
Director of Commuinty Care
The Cry, Vol. 24, No. 4
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“WMF has changed my life
completely. When I walked
down the steps into Kroo
Bay, I felt a peace like never
before...

39

Emma Crocker
WMFSL Community Health Coordinator

...WMFSL does life differently, and truly
invests in those the world ignores, as
God has called us to do. I saw the gospel
at work everyday, in the small actions of
people from WMFSL. I saw Jesus and the
transformation he brings through their
intentionality, and wanted to be a part
of that. WMF has helped me to be more
intentional in building community. It has
helped me to show love each day in small
ways.. My WMFSL family has taught me the
deep importance of prayer and practicing
thankfulness, especially through hardship.”

“To me, the most rewarding part of WMF
is that the organization saved my life.
By now, my life would have been very
different than it is today. I think I would
have died in the street, or would have
had to turn to prostitution if I hadn’t
been one of the youth in the Lighthouse
program at WMFSL... I have gone from
being a youth to a staff member. WMF
walked with me through my life till now,
and they brought unity to my family….

...Now that I’m on staff, I get
to help women and other
people leave the street. I
don’t think I would be where I
am today without WMF.”

Fatmata Kamara
WMFSL Lighthouse Leader
40

2019 ACHIEVEMENTS
Obtained Guidestar
Platinum status.
GuideStar is an NGO that
gathers and distributes
information about
US-based nonprofits
to potential partners,
donors and recruits.

Transitioned to a
new giving platform,
Network For Good.
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2020 GOALS

25 years of
service by Jared
Landreth.
Jared helped
establish the WMF
community in
Nepal, served as
the trasurer of the
WMF Board and
him and his wife
Julie founded the
WMF community in
Sierra Leone.

Organized our first fundraiser
for 5 participating fields
with GoodGiving in which we
raised over $8,700!

Provide Green Cross Certification
in professional trauma care for all
WMF Staff.

Send 10 interns to
learn and serve in
WMF communities.
Study Abroad
partnership with
university of record
to send first study
abroad student to
Rwanda/Burundi.

Raise $1,100,000
of income for
WMF activities.

Partner with us in 2020!
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2019 FINANCES: INCOME

2019 FINANCES: EXPENSES

INCOME: $1,184,746

PROGRAM MINISTRIES:
SHORT-TERM INTERNSHIPS
$35,653

SOUTH ASIA/
OCEANA
$90,822

ADMINISTRATION
$310,387

SOUTH ASIA/
OCEANA
$83,885

AFRICA
$199,276

EASTERN EUROPE
$124,498

NORTH AMERICA
$33,545

EASTERN EUROPE
$134,326

FUNDRAISING
$2,281
PROGRAM MINISTRIES
$886,396

SOUTH AMERICA
$397,502
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AFRICA
$206,065

ADMINISTRATION
$322,968

PROGRAM MINISTRIES
$874,359

PROGRAM MINISTRIES:

SHORT-TERM INTERNSHIPS
$36,732

SOUTH AMERICA
$380,341

EXPENSES: $1,211,645

NORTH AMERICA
$38,110
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“Amidst the wonderful time I had getting to
work with all the kiddos and staff at La VIA
(WMF Moldova), a particular blessing during
my time serving was tutoring and getting to
help several students one-on-one.

I love that La VIA creates an
environment for every child to
feel at home, be able to spend
time with each other and the
staff, and enjoy that there are
times we can all play together...
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Claire Johnson
WMF Moldova Volunteer

...as well as moments like tutoring when you
can be spending more time with a student
individually. It was a pleasure getting to
help one boy with his math each week,
and another girl with her English several
times, and it was a cool way of getting to
know each child better and developing
relationship with them!”

“WMF is one of the first organizations that
gave me the opportunity to learn about
new mission practices outside my country. I
appreciated the incarnational and relational
service that I saw.

...That gave me the fuel that
began my commitment to the
most vulnerable.
I have also seen God move in many ways, in
the times of street prayer, in the provision by
helping families with their children’s studies,
and in moments of friendship recognizing
that the most valuable thing you can offer is
silence, empathy, and respect to those who
suffer..”

Anna Monteviller
WMF Peru Field Director 46

Celebrating 25 Years of Service!
Word Made Flesh India is celebrating 25 years of
serving Jesus among those who are most vulnerable.
Machzhilchi Illam (Home of Happiness) is WMF’s
first project and the first pediatric AIDS care facility
in South India. Patrick and Victoria Samuel served
as the leaders and home parents, and their legacy
continues through their daughter Angelene who
now serves as the director.
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Photos by: Angelene Samuel

During the 25 years of parenting children in
need has meant mourning the deaths of 11. Of
the 88 children cared for, we also celebrate the
transformation in their lives.
One transformed life is Dorothy. She was born
as the fifth girl child in a remote village in
south India, where female infanticide is at its
worst. Dorothy was abandoned in a cradle at a
community hospital because her family did not
want another girl child. Dorothy says:
“I was brought as a 7-month-old baby to the
Word Made Flesh community in Chennai, where
the dear Samuels became my parents too. I was
a stubborn little girl and since I was speech and
hearing impaired too, I sure did give a difficult
time for everyone who tried to help me. But the
Lord helped to understand his Word and his
ways. Because of this commuinty I am a living

testimony that the Lord does not forsake the fatherless.
I am married to another special person Gautham, and
we are grateful to the Lord for his love and care upon us.
Praise the Lord.”

Daniel too testifies to God’s grace through the WMF
community. He says:
“By the wonderful plan of God, I joined Chennai Word Made Flesh
family as a 26-day-old infant. I do not know who my parents are,
but I do know that I was given away by a single mother. The Lord
gave me a family that loved and cared for me from my infancy. I
was given the name Daniel by this family as per the will of God. I
do not know how my life would have turned out if the Lord had
not brought me to this community. Mathew 6:26 says, “You are
special.” Yes, I am indeed special in the eyes of the Lord who
made me beautiful when I was broken and abandoned. Today I
have completed Bible college and I am serving the Lord with Child
Evangelism Fellowship of India.”

We are grateful to the Lord for 25 years of service, and we look forward to
experiencing God’s faithfulness through the ongoing work of WMF in India!
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THANK YOU for supporting our ongoing work.
We were able to accomplish much in 2019 because of God’s
grace, expressed through your generosity!
We need your help in advocating for those who are living in
the margins and in meeting our ambitious goals for 2020.
Partner with us!

WORDMADEFLESH.ORG
859.388.4646 • info@wordmadeflesh.org
PO BOX 70, Wilmore, KY 40390

